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JIRA ON-PREMISE  JIRA LINK

This article shows you how to create a real JIRA link between the source and destination issues in
local connection.

The link remains even if the issue has been Unexalated. By default, the Exalate app displays a
remote issue link on the Sync panel, but once you Unexalate an issue, the sync panel is removed
from the issue view. In some cases, it would be handy to keep the remote issue link on the source
issue, even if the synchronization is finished. It could be achieved with the help of Jira Server API
and Exalate external scripts library.

Note: In a local connection, you have only one set of the Sync Rules for both sides.

Importatnt: We provide these scripts as an example. There is no guarantee of script stability,
as they didn't run through a complete validation cycle. We love to get feedback on
experimental features. Join the Exalate community to share your feedback and ask any
questions you have.

Upload the File

Upload the files into the $JIRA_HOME/scripts directory.

Add Scripts to the Sync Rules

Outgoing sync

replica.key           = issue.key

Incoming sync

CreateIssue.groovy
UpdateIssue.groovy 
LinkIssuesLocalSync.groovy

http://docs.exalate.com/docs/search?phrase=:Jira+on-premise
http://docs.exalate.com/docs/search?phrase=:jira+link
https://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/connection-types
https://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/sync-panel-in-exalate
https://developer.atlassian.com/server/jira/platform/creating-remote-issue-links/
https://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/external-scripts-with-a-bit-of-tlc
https://docs.exalate.com/help/local-connection-26084349
https://community.exalate.com/
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/6377775049846d2a1b65851c/n/createissue.groovy
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/6377779d30fd76315f48947a/n/updateissue.groovy
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/637777a9831f537d445eff1d/n/linkissueslocalsync.groovy


return CreateIssue.create(
  replica,
  issue,
  relation,
  nodeHelper,
  issueBeforeScript,
  remoteReplica,
  traces,
  blobMetadataList){
   LinkIssuesLocalSync.addLink(
        "Escalated from", // Replace the value with the relevant link type name: you can find it in your Jira issue linking s
ettings
        replica,
        issue,
        connection
   )
   return null
}

Example

The remote issue link displays on the Sync panel and in the Issue Links section.

The remote issue link remains in the Issue Links section (the issue is not under sync anymore).
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